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GIFFORD LECTURES. 157
Lecture Nine.

(a) General Doubt.

~'W..lt4mod:e

I have shown thatlcM! expHcH ~le lOoted TIt
of &1 1:iiotia1ihB. (Once we have ~ a particul.ar

idiom for expressing our thoughts, the scope of what we may talkand discursively think about is essentially delimited and so is""""" ~ "........ ~in consequence also the range of beliefs wh~c we may hold inI ~~articulate form. /we may exercise doubt within a/~1xed demonstra-tive framework, but major movements of doubt usually involve achange in our conceptual system and affect the very criteria of
demonstrability. When a single proposition is doubted within a

( 4;
fixed framework we are expressing a belief about its relationshipto a wide range of other proposi~ons that are not doubted forj}...1i. ~../. ~ a....A H~ rJ-1"WL-the time being. rwhen..,.,e :Ln~qlie~n --- hitherto currentI~ ew"&conceptual framework, our doub~/~rmore pervasive,bGl it ~s
nevertheless fragmentary. We are never without an idiom of
belief and the new idiom grows within the
u~~J!=. piant of our beliefs- -one from seed instead.

old. We do not ever
and grow a different

The change resembles rather the sprouting
(\ of new twigs in the crown of a great tree;-from dormant budsquickened by a flow of fresh saPJi hile branches that were in fullleaf before now wither into dead.wood, to b~::(ltlf-off i;:the wind. Doubting is done in the very language which is beingllll.0!~ ~ -reforme pY)'l5Uief, and hence in the midst of doubt weare in

-
belief.

2. We have seen that in a system of implicit beliefs\ each
is supported by the others by a circular process of inference.A complete and consistent deductive theory, such as elementary
geometry, offered an exceptionally clear-cut example of such a
System. If we doubted every single one of our beliefs in turn,
each may in turn be confirmed by circularity, which could never
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, .
• conceivably impair, but would rather strengthen at every consecutive,-step, our belief in the system as a whole. A system of implicit-b~liefs cannot therefore be comprehensively called in question by

a series of consecutive doubts pursued within the system.

3. What meaning can we attach in this light to a principle
of universal doubt? If the reconsideration of any single belief
is undertaken in the assumption of an overwhelming background of

--",....-

unquestioned beliefs, then the latter beliefs must not simultaneously-~ ~
be alleged to be doubtful. Doubt, conceived in these terms,
cannot be simultaneously applied to all our beliefs. For, though
every element of our belief can conceivably be confronted in its-turn with all the rest. it is inconceivable that all should be• -subject simultaneously to this operation. In a pile of bricks.. -~we can single out any particular one to lie on top of all the rest,--~ -but we cannot require that all should be on top of all the rest at
the same time. In this sense an allegation of doubt in respect

Ito all our beliefs at the same time is logical nonsense.

4. This is not to say that a system of beliefs can never be
doubted as a whole.

\
Euclidean geometry was called in question as--

• • a whole 'and reduced to an optional status by the establishment of-Non-Euclidean geometry. So we may conceivably feel inclined to
reconsider one day our acceptance of mathematics as a whole. G~del

J' --'"..,j"e:t..~.x.'" - /
has proved that no~th:ory which comprised arithmetics could be
proved consistent except within a wider theory which in its turn
could be proved consistent only within an even wider theory, and
so on, indefinitely. However far we went back, the proof of the
consistency of any theory would have to rest ultimately on a theory
whose consistency was unproven. •

Such a result might one day discourage all further mathematical
enquiry, in the way the study of algebra was discouraged in ancient
Greece by the discovery of a fundamental discrepancy between the
range of geometrically defined lengths and the range of fractions
formed from natural numbers. The deductive sciences might then

1582.
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pursuit. Most people can do without much mathematics and

be abanonded altogether as being too uncertain in their conclusions
to warrant the continued expenditure of mental effort on their

mathematicians could follow the general example by turning their
interest elsewhere.

Such speculations may serve to indicate a meaning of universal
doubt which is free from self-contradiction. We may imagine an
indefinite extension of the process of abandoning hitherto accepted-systems of articulation, together with the theories formulated in
these terms or implied in our use of them. This kind of doubt
might eventually lead to the relinquishing of all existing means-of articulation w~ thout compensationy It would make us forget
all idioms used until now and dissolve all concepts which these
idioms denoted. Our articulate intellectual life which operates
by the handling of co~Pts would th~s be reduced to abeYanc~J!or
the time being. In contrast to the doubting of particular eliefs/
which as a rule does not affect the total volume of our beliefs I
this process would frontally attack and effectively reduce this
total.

of

I know that such conclusions are repudiated by the adherents
I --the principle of doubt, but I can see no grounds on which they-IFor comprehensive doubt is the only manner-can dissent from them.

of doubting which could truly liberate our minds from uncritically--acquired preconceived beliefs. If we cannot accept the justific----ation of holding beliefs uncritically hen our only logical
Ialternative is to wipe out all such pre-conceived beliefs. ~~d if

this proves difficult in practice, we must at least recognise it as
our ideal of perfection. We must accept the virgin mind, bearing
the imprint of no authority, as the model of intellectual integrity •

J. At the risk of labouring the obvious it should be made
quite clear what exactly is implied in the assumption of a virgin
mind which could shape its judgment on all questions without any
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be abanonded altogether as being too uncertain in their conclusions

to warrant the continued expenditure of mental effort on their

pursuit. Most people can do without much mathematics and

mathematicians could follow the general example by turning their

interest elsewhere.

Such speculations may serve to indicate a meaning of universal

doubt which is free from self-contradiction. We may imagine an

indefinite extension of the process of abandoning hitherto accepted

systems of articulation, together with the theories formulated in

these terms or implied in our use of them. This kind of doubt

might eventually lead to the relinquishing of all existing means

of articulation without compensation,j It would make us forget

all idioms usedf until now and dissolve all concepts which these

idioms denoted. Our articulate intellectual life which operates

by the handling of concepts would thus be reduced to abeyance for

the time being. In contrast to the doubting of particular beliefsÿ
which as a rule does not affect the total volume of our beliefs,'

this process would frontally attack and effectively reduce this

total.

I know that such conclusions are repudiated by the adherents

of the principle of doubt, but I can see no grounds on which they

can dissent from them. For comprehensive doubt is the only manner

of doubting which could truly liberate our minds from uncritically

acquired preconceived beliefs. If we cannot accept the justific¬

ation of holding beliefs uncritically then our only logical

alternative is to wipe out all such pre-conceived beliefs. And if

this proves difficult in practice, we must at least recognise it as

our ideal of perfection. We must accept the virgin mind, bearing

the imprint of no authority, as the model of intellectual integrity.

5. At the risk of labouring the obvious it should be made

quite clear what exactly is implied in the assumption of a virgin

mind which could shape its judgment on all questions without any
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preconceived opinions. It cannot mean the mind of a new born-
child, since this yet lacks sufficient intelligence to grasp any

problems and discover any solutions for them. A virgin mind must

be allowed to mature until the age at which it reached its full

natural powers of intelligence, but would have to be kept unshaped

until then by any kind of education. It must be taught}nO

language, for speech can be acquired only uncriticall~and the

practice of speech in one particular language carries with it the
i~'t '!- //...c;_ -

acceptance of the particular(universe C1f ,,151 OJ,! ... postulated by

that language.

Such untutored maturing of the mind would, however, result

in a state of imbecility. The emotional and appetitive impulses

life w~~~iDto such channels as~
that are inherent in animal
are available to them. In the absence of a rational conceptual

restrained but frantic and inchoate.
framework to guide them, their manifestation will not be sceptically

(

I have mentioned in Lecture II how chickens hatched in an incubator
We can Observe this even in animals well below the human level.

were raised by Br~clmer in solitary confinement during the first

fortnight of their lives. When confronted for the first time

( with other chicks, the animals brought up in isolation were

perplexed and behaved confusedly, reflecting desperate constern-
ation. "Overcome by fear, bewildered and helpless, they ran up-
and down an opposite wall in search of escape ••• "

Some cases are recorded in which children have been reared

by animals, particularly by wolves. The best documented and the

most recent cases are those of two native children in India which

were taken from a wolf's den in 1920 and lived afterwards in the

Orphanage of Midnapore in the province of Bengal. A complete
diary of their rescuer, the Rector of the Orphanage, was published

under the title "Wolf Children and Feral Man" by R.M. Zingg of the

University of Denver in 1942. When rescued, the children were

animals, going on all ~ours, feeding on raw meat, lapping their

preconceived opinions. It cannot mean the mind of a new born

child, since this yet lacks sufficient intelligence to grasp any

problems and discover any solutions for them. A virgin mind must

be allowed to mature until the age at which it reached its full

natural powers of intelligence* but would have to be kept unshaped

until then by any kind of education. It must be taughtjnoÿ
language, for speech can be acquired only uncriticallyÿand the

practice of speech in one particular language carries’with it the- jOhi+y. rf- Iktsz—acceptance of the particular/'unlverse <vF postulated by

that language.

Such untutored maturing of the mind would, however, result

in a state of imbecility. The emotional and appetitive impulses

that are inherent in animal life willÿpourinto such channels as

are available to them. In the absence of a rational conceptual

framework to guide them, their manifestation will not be sceptically

restrained but frantic and inchoate.

We can observe this even in animals well below the human level.||

I have mentioned in Lecture II how chickens hatched in an incubator

were raised by Brhckner in solitary confinement during the first

fortnight of their lives. When confronted for the first time

with other chicks, the animals brought up in isolation were

perplexed and behaved confusedly, reflecting desperate constern¬

ation. "Overcome by fear, bewildered and helpless, they ran up

and down an opposite wall in search of escape .. ."

Some cases are recorded in which children have been reared

by animals, particiilarly by wolves. The best documented and the

most recent cases are those of two native children in India which

were taken from a wolf’s den in 1920 and lived afterwards in the

Orphanage of Midnapore in the province of Bengal. A complete

diary of their rescuer, the Rector of the Orphanage, was published

under the title "Wolf Children and Feral Man" by R.M. Zingg of the

University of Denver in 1942. When rescued, the children were

animals, going on all fours, feeding on raw meat, lapping their
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drink, and having many other habits acquired from the wolves.
~hey had no language but howled at night like wolves. One girl,
aged 8 when rescued, lived for another nine years. After many
months of massage she gradually learned to walk erect but continued
to run on all fours. In the orphanage she slowly acquired human
habits and attitudes as the result of human contact, and she got
a vocabulary of 30-40 words but never learned to form sentences.

In the absence of human intercourse these wolf children
formed such lupine concepts as the wolf pack which adopted them
would have suggested to their budding intelligence. Their vingin
minds did not develop a new set of interpretations in place of- -those which a traditional education would have stamped upon it.

(
On the contrary; not having been taught the use of the intellect-
ual tools which society would have provided for them, their mental
development was arrested at the level of inarticulate children.

. I • IInstead of invent~ng conceptual tools of the~r own they lost their
chance of ever learning bow ~ use such tools at all. And lacking
the guidance of any, however imperfect,J~~t of human notions they

Iwere overcome and ridden by blind fears and furies.
Yet even such dumb creatures would not be prevented from

forming conceptions which seriously prejudiced a proper critical
detachment. Some traditiona~ errors by which science and.-
philosophy were most gravely hampered, were rooted in our instinctive
manner of seeing things. The contrast between a body 'at rest' or \
'in motion' is compelling to our perception. A number of animals-- --
are blind to the particulars of their surroundings so far as these
are at rest, but show a keen perception of any moving objects. In
fact to them, an "object" is an "object in motion". A similar
effect lies in the distinction instinctively dra,rnin all human
perception, between "figure" and "background". What we regard as-"figures" in a picture we .see as coherent entities, whd.Le the

"background" is given an essentially undefined character.
Correspondingly, what is large and undefined is always perceived

/T't
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as being at rest. If you look down from a bridge spanning a
broad river - say facing upstream - and your field of vision is
almost filled with the sight of the river, its waters appear
immobile and you feel yourself flying upstream. If then you
lift your eyes so that the river banks and the land beyond them
are included in your glance, you feel your o.m motion brought to
a standstill, and at the same moment you see the river starting
to flow again. I recall how as a small child I sat holding on
in terror to a bench which seemed to tilt me out on the floor of
a room. Actually the room itself, forming part of a fun-fair,

,

, I

turned around under the bench, which remained stationary as it was
fixed in space.

Thus the very fact of seeing things prejudices in favour ofI

'I''\
I I

1 '

I

We see the earth at absolutea mistaken view of the universe.
rest, with the sun, the moon and the stars swinging round it as--their centre. The geocentric world view, as presented for example
by the Bible or by Aristotle_ has a firm support in our most

;5))

primitive perceptive prejudices. Indeed, even after the eventual
abandonment of the heliocentric system and the final victory of- -Copernicanism, more than a century after its author's death, the
assumption of a world centre at absolute rest had merely shifted(
from the earth to the sun. Newton regarded the solar system as-fixed with the rest of the Universe moving around it. The
assumption of some fixed centre in the world which by its resting
quality allows to define motion in absolute terms, is embodied in
a more abstract form in Newton's doctrine of an immovable space.
"Absolute space, in its own nature, without regard to anything
external, remains always similar and immovable."~ This framework
served as a basis for Newton's mechanics. It continued to be
accepted as self-evident by succeeding generations and its unproven
implications were not effectively exposed until the appearance of

~ Newton, Principia Scholia ad Defin.
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MaCh's 'Mechanik'. It was finally discarded only in Einstein's

general theory of Relativity. Today the Newtonian framework is

condemned as the product of uncritical thought. Yet this error

can be traced back to the lowest level of'visual perception and

would therefore be committed even by children grown up among

wolves or nursed to maturity in the solitude of an incubator.

If the ideal of a virgin mind is to be pursued to its

logical limit we have to face the fact that every perception of

things, particularly by our eyes, involves implications about the
-nature of things which could be true or false. Whether we see

an object as black or "rhite is not determined by the amount of

light it sends into our eye. Snow seen at dusk appears white,

a dinner jacket seen in sunshine appears black, tho~gh the jacket,

I.
_ hi. >""t s<", "" .:>J 14",,- _A ~

in this case sends more light into the eyes than the snow. ~i.kiI

t» -t..'~l.{....l ~

~ we see an object as black or white s decisively affected by the

context in which the light from the object reaches our eyes.

The wa we embody this context in our perception of the colours,

sizes, distances and shapes of the perceived object is determined

by our innate physiological inclinations and their subsequent

development under the influence of our experience. My perceptions

(
today as an adult are different from those which I had as a new born

baby, when I was as yet unable to fix my gaze on an object and

could perceive neither distances nor shapes, and much of th.s

-
difference is due to the functioning of convergence, adaptation

and other more complex sensory processes which are performed

according to principles which may be false. But if all these- -
functions could be eliminated by training mYself to look at things

again with unperceiving eyes, letting their images sweep across

my ±etina, like a motion picture which is continuously slipping

through the gate of the projecting lantern, I would not feel

assured of gaining access thereby to a core of indubitable virgin
--.

data. I should be inclined rather to regard the process as a

blotting out of my eyesight, such as the fakirs practice when they
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go into a trance with open eyes. The result would indeed be
similar to a state of cortical blindness. Nor could I recover
my powers of perception by some critically controlled process, but
only by an effort to s~e again by using my eyes,l'helPed by the
postural adjustment of the head and combining visual impressions
with observations of sound, touch and the motions of my body
according to a process which embodies a whole system of implications
to which I must uncritically commit myself for the time being.
We can reduce the sum of our conscious acceptances to nil by
falling asleep or going into a trance, and there are various
intermediate stages of stupor to which we can descend. But

J given range of awareness seems to involve a correspondingly
extensive set of uncritically accepted beliefs.

Thus the programme of comprehensive doubt1reveals by its fa~l~relthe fiduciary rootednessh"du q"<.t).4ft."1v.1 _k-lLC!-~.If left strictly untutored, our minds would not

collapses and- - -/
of all rationality.
achieve ideal

critical detachment but sink into beastlike ignorance, swayed by
fear, htUlger and fury.-

(

6. Far be it from me to suggest that those who advocate
philosophic doubt as a general solvent of error and a cure of §ll
fanaticism would desire to bring up children without any guidance
by their environment. I am only saying that this would be what
their principles demand. What they actually want is not expressed
but concealed by their declared principles. '.lheywan t their own
beliefs to be taught to children and are convinced that their
general acceptance would save the world from all error and strife.
In his Conway Lecture of 1922, republished in 1941, Bertrand Russell
made this clear in a single sentence. After condemning both
Bolshevism and clericalism as two opposite dogmatic teachings,
which should beth be combated by philosophic doubt, he sums up by
saying: "Thus rational doubt alone, if it could be generated,

Millenniuml.~ The author's.would suffice to introduce the

s ' •

s

c

It Bertrand Russell, "Let the People Think", 1941, p.27.
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intermediate stages of stupor to which we can descend. But
;l given range of awareness seems to involve a correspondingly
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Thus the programme of comprehensive doubt collapses and
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fanaticism would desire to bring up children without any guidance

by their environment. I am only saying that this would be what

their principles demand. What they actually want is not expressed

but concealed by their declared principles. want their own

beliefs to be taught to children and are convinced that their

general acceptance would save the world from all error and strife.

In his Conway Lecture of 1922, republished in 1941, Bertrand Russell

made this clear in a single sentence. After condemning both

Bolshevism and clericalism as two opposite dogmatic teachings,

which should beth be combated by philosophic doubt, he sums up by

saying: “Thus rational doubt alone, if it could be generated,

would suffice to introduce the Millennium".* The author's

ic

<* Bertrand Russell, "Let the People Think", 1941, p.27.
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intention is clear: he intends to spread certain doubts which
he believes to be justified: He does not want us to believe the
doctrines of the Catholic Church which he denies and dislikes
and he also wants us to resist Lenin's teaching of ill1bridled
revolutionary violence. I These disbeliefs pre recommended as

[Jh '.l .rl.J ..rI AHAIZq"'~j--"
'Philosophic doubt' 1s~~uated to 'rational'rational doubts'.

tI f

doubt' ~Ais thu~ kept on the leash and prevented from calling
in question anything that the sceptic believes in/orta~~OVing
of any doubt that he does not share. The InqUi~tion's charge
against Galileo was based on doubt: they accused him of 'rashness',
And the Pope's Encyclical 'Hum~~i Generis' issued in 1950 continues
its opposition to science on the same lines, by warning Catholics• that Evolution is still an unproven hypothesis. Yet no philosophic
sceptic would side with the Inquisition ggainst the Copernican

,,( f.J eo.M/l (1\
system or "lith F'iu:s .". /...against Dgrwinism. Lenin and his
successors have elaborated a form of Marxism which doubts the
reality of almost everything that Bertrand Russell and other
rationalists teach us to respect, but these doubts like those of

'('~~I
the inquisition are not endorsed by them apparently because they
are not 'rati~nal doubts'. Since the sceptic does not consider

~ it rational to doubt what he himself believes, the advocacy of
'rational doubt' is merely the sceptic's way of advocating his own
beliefs. Russell's previously quoted sentence should therefore

my own/voul.d
suffice

"The acceptance of rational beliefs/ such as
to introduce the Millennium". ~,.

read:

"-Such a declaration I would regard as both whol~~ legitimate
and would even support to a considerable extent in substance, since
I largely share the beliefs held by Bertrand Russell and many other
rationalists. But the re-wording would abandon the unsound
practice of advocating one's own beliefs in the form of a universal
scepticism which we tacitly restrain so that it applies only to
other people's beliefs which we do not mare. Rationalism expressed
in this form would renounce the principle of doubt and face up to
its own fiduciary character.
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scepticism which we tacitly restrain so that it applies only to

other people's beliefs which we do not diare. Rationalism expressed

in this form would renounce the principle of doubt and face up to
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In the times of Montaigne and Voltaire rationalism identified
itself with doubt in supernatural things, and rationalists carleaet
this 'doubt' as opp.osed to 'belief'. This practice was excusable/4 .6tb'--h ~ &, 17....t.... -.&.'S /t't u~ .....at the time sinceAthe supremacy of reason in the conduct of human

II"'-affairs and~the independent'standing of science as an application
of reason to nature iii ;~igA t~9 pati9Ha.~8t e81i8~eQ had not yet

•

been effectively challenged by scepticism. In propagating their
/l.~beliefs the{rationalists were h faet opposing traditional

authority on a wide front and could regard thems~lves as radical
sceptics. But the beliefs of rationalism have since been
effectively called in question i;~:93~=~:Et~:j; -tt:~
:ha~~~fiiAding'-tbf':~~ :b~11~~~~ ~e!ln3 sf.
neVI conceptjons ,.,~jcb are tOQi1T emBodied iH Fass1~m and Bglg:beJrism-

It is p : IIbau absurd to oppose such doctrines on the grounds of
scepticism. .For they gained their present ascend~ only recently
by a ~~1 rejection of Western tradition ~ it is
rationalism which sides today with tradition - the tradition of
the 18th and 19th century - against them. It should also have

. become clear by this time
l:iM~J,k~

I ~tradition are by no me&~s
that the beliefs transmitted by this ~
self-evident. Modern fanaticism is

• rooted in an extreme scepticism which can only be strengthened,
not shaken, by further doses of universal doubt.

d
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b). Conunitment.

1. ) Doubt offers no alternative to belief; the alternative to
belief is extinction. Voluntary extinBtion by complete withdrawal

~
is the ideal of Nirvana, which I do not share. I 8:13 FIst "ant

.f'
e](tiAIlHon andjeccept tll"3psfspll the necessity of believing. This
brings me back to the point arrived at in Lecture VI where I
outlined the programme of an openly fiduciary philosophy, which
would be satisfied with expressing nothing more than the philo-
sopher's own beliefs. In order to proceed further with that
programme we must yet deal with the tremendous difficulty in
which we found ourselves after its formulation. We must not

4It lose altogether our claim to objectiviby. For though the philo-.
sopher must know that he is only expressing his own beliefs

and claims his right to do this, he does not wish to talk of
himself, but of the'things he believes in. I have urged in
Lecture IV that all declaratory sentences would be more precisely

,formulated in the fiduciary mode with the words 'I believe'
prefixed to them. This conceptual and linguistic reform which ~
QttQIl~llaevery ~entence to a person alleging it, has yet to be •
supplemented in order to make sere that we are not detaching

_fo't' !"!d<.~s
thereby the sentence from its other POl~~to which it claims to
make impersonal reference.~With this purpose in mind I shall
merge the conception of a personal allegation in the much wider
concep~ of Conunitment. The word 'conunitment' will be used in a
somewhat particular sense and serve both to~designate a conception
which I wish to establish and to imply by its usage my belief

A.k~in the existence and effectiveness ofL~ which is covered by
this conception. I hope to show thet a philosophy which recog-
nises commitment in the sense which I have in mind can regard
itself as the philosopher's commitment
conunitment, ~ avoi~herebY both the

and nothing but his
false claim of strict

11
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J '
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would be satisfied with expressing nothing more than the philo¬

sopher’s own beliefs. In order to proceed further with that

programme we must yet deal with the tremendous difficulty in

which we found ourselves after its formulation. We must not

lose altogether our claim to objectivity. For though the philo-,

sopher must know that he is only expressing his own beliefs

and claims his right to do this, he does not wish to talk of

himself, but of the things he believes in. I have urged in

Lecture IV that all declaratory sentences would be more precisely

formulated in the fiduciary mode with the words 'I believe'

prefixed to them. This conceptual and linguistic reform which

att liol.ad every sentence to a person alleging it, has yet to be *

surrolemented in order to make sure that we are not detaching
Ci

thereby the sentence from its other pole,Ie!/to wnjich it claims to

make impersonal reference."ÿ With this purpose in mind I shall

merge the conception of a personal allegation in the much wider

concept of Commitment. The word ’commitment’ will be used in a

somewhat particular sense and serve both to~designate a conception

which I v/ish to establish and to imply by its usage my belief
■&JL

in the existence and effectiveness of/fes&i. which is covered by

this conception. I hope to show that a ohilosophy which recog¬

nises commitment in the sense which I have in mind can regard

itself as the philosopher's commitment and nothing but his

commitment, *»* avoidÿthereby both the false claim of strict
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•impersonality anrrthe reduction of itself, on its own showinig,
to an utterance having no impersonal standing.

2. I believe that commitment in the sense in which I
propose to use the term should be accepted as standing for a
basic notion and that this notion will eliminate several contra-
dictory features in the present conceptual framework which it

~is' ,. \'partly to replace. If commitment is to play this part,
it would be a mistake to try to introduce it by any explicit

~4~definition and I Bhe~la 8ee~ t8 e8t8~li8k its meaning/instead
(~by using the word 'commitment' in a context referring to hings(fJ VaJl,<.~ c:w Jialready known an~by characterising commltment in erms already

in use now. In the course of this process the contradictory
features of the existing framework which we are intending to
eliminate are bound to become apparent as paradoxes. But seeming
contradictions, like for example that of commitment being both

~personal and impersonal ~ turn out to be no defects of the
conception,i of commitment, but rather of the ter.ms 'personal'
and 'impersonal' or alternatively, of the terms 'subjective'
and 'objective1when used in the sense in which they are now current.

In my first three Lectures I have enumerated and
classified a variety of intellectual performances on a number
of different

""....the high and
4

levels. In all these manifestations of intelligence,
......and the innate'Athe articulatethe low,.the educated-and the inarticulate'Athe object-directed and the interpersonal,

a.~ I!f' ~ - -n..& d..i~denotation ~ in creative articulation( there was the activity
of a person .$211: § it i and this person was pervaded by a passion.
Whether this passion WAS merely hunger or fear or rose to levels
of intellectual torment and creative joy, it carried with it
the whole person and expressed his ratification in terms of
his very being of the mental act that he was performing. This
is one sense in which a person acting intelligently is committed

-
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to his Action and in which commitment partakes therefore ~.all
scts of intelligence.

We shall appreciate this aspect of commitment perhaps
more fully by contrasting intellectual performances with other
states of mind which though also pervading the whole person,
are nethier actions nob commitments of the person. Intense
bodily pain pervades our whole person yet the feeling of such
pain is not an action nor a cOlnmitment. Insofar as an impression
or affection is regarded as purely passive, as merely happen-

ing to or in a living pers~n, it is not a commitment of that
person. When someone feels hot or tired or bored, this may
pervasively affect his consciousness but this state of mind
does not imply anything beyond its own suffering. A man in pain
may seek alleviation, a tired man may want to rest and a bored
man may seek distraction. But pain, tiredness and boredom can

Mt-wVa.tM
be said to be merely endured. There ~ purely sensual pleasures

I---'which are almost as passive as these tp6~~le~,but the most
intense gratifications of our senses come from the satisfaction
of our appetites and are therefore
than mere suffering.~ntellectual

more closely allied to action
and even sub-intellectual

passions are never merely endured. One cannot be tormented by
a problem unless one is struggling for its solution and one
cannot rejoice in discovery except
Hunger cannot be conceived except

by accepting that it is valid•
.5t- ...., ~ -c::I..-r

as a desire for food. A A

«-hubgry child may not know that it wants food and merely feel
miserable, but in that case huhger ceases to be associated with
any act of intelligence on the part of the child.

On these grounds I propose to draw a distinction
between the personal in us which actively enters into our commit-
ments and the sUbjective in us which merely endures our feelings.
This distinction breaks with the general opposition of the
subjective to the objective. The personal is neither sUbjective

nor objective, for it is inherent in the commitment situation in
A·". .;. SI4A"¥~_

which the mind actively 19;:; ; ·sel F(tosomething outside its
domain.
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to his notion and in which commitment partakes therefore djÿ all
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cannot rejoice in discovery except by accepting that it is valid.
S+ kz~u JZLIU'
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«.huhgry child may not know that it wants food and merely feel

miserable, but in that case hubger ceases to be associated with

any act of intelligence on the part of the child.

On these grounds I propose to draw a distinction

between the personal in us which actively enters into our commit¬

ments and the subjective in us which merely endures our feelings.tThis distinction breaks with the general opposition of the

subjective to the objective. The personal is neither subjective

nor objective, for it is inherent in the commitment situation in

which the mind actively given..itagd-ff to something outside its
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ria mo.srobviouilllyman tf'eeted ,bt • Iii 0'11&1'1. From these
parad6gmetic instances the cinception draws strength t 7)
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:1be--concept of commitment which I hAve in mind is most clearly
exemplified by the oct of eonsciously solving a problem. While
the c apac f ty for such feflts emer-ges only fita rather elevated
intellectual level, the pharact~ristic fentures of problem
solving tend to disappear once more as we move on towards an
ideal of intellectual perfection. be~_l~ 1 licate brts~sy-rhese

J'J':'two extremH::b:sbof the intellectual scale
the
'"

between which lies
da.-/,;u/

,
-"/ran§e of fully developed commitmentsf 'WI- ~ k.

J, ~'t.~. 4f.. f",-- ~...k.
I At the lower end we'"IJ.avethesatisfaction of appetites.

Processes of this kino, as for example the selection of foOd,
may show aelicate discrimination, but the capacity for this is

-raAiuA-- (~
l"rgely innate _ •• Iud Il.~ guided hy conscious personal judge-
ment. Similarly, the act of perception by which we notice
objects and loentify them at p glance, though it is n very
complex performance ano may represent a marked effort of
intelli~ence, is carried OQt without deliberation and usually
., 10 ~ ~ /.....~
NxxkmIt C~I with~ any cOfieci0ue decision. Appetites

aft ...'" tUr 1,'

and purely sensory reactions 19 '~88&Yj~er onal Rctions, but
tr,.c,Y pre those of a person within ourselves with whJch we lII8y

.1'H. ,(.u tI <.<I't I,.• "7.u.;k;..
not elweys identify oQrselves. ••• lcRtJ¥(restraln

. OQr,primary desrres and correct the jUdgement of our senses,
~J..4 ' "'" ~ _

(These sub-intellectual performances do not~ommit XK.~.~•••x
w-.'/J..";.,,,our/~"~8 'lI". liR, but only a t'ractional person fSlllling pM .Silr

lha-. a.d-s
us, are thererore but imperfect GKsmp188 of commitment.

At the oth~r end of the scale we find forms of intelli-
genee in which our personal participation tend~ to be reduced
ta , p for ~ntirely different reasons. Mathematical science
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lj-x*r\yp4\£- c<r>ÿf? (U-ÿy<rK.
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QAJC urn.
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J_ K«4»y i U*
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is \'!idely"coepted as the ideel of all science and,science as .
the iaepl of all feats of intelligence. TheseL~~;-be excess~

a.l.t:"¢:.. .~ .....) M4. .~~ut there is a tendency UnderlYin~h apprears ines-
c~pAble. There is inherent in the °ef~F\of articulation, on
which the immense range of human intelligence rests, an unlimited
striving to bring 1'l11process of intelligence into the form
of articulate o?erations, carried out under exact logical rules.
Its ideal, first conceived by Le1bni~ in his project of a
unive~oal mathematical language in which all problems could be
solved by computation, ~ re-appears a century later in Laplace's
vision of a Universal Mind deriving every past and future
event from a set of mechanical equations. It presents itself
once more in the philosophic programme of formal logic and even
more recently in cybernetics, which seek to solve by the operation
of g machines an indefiniteK expandln~g~~tion of all Im<J ~:"'. ~ . f..-~ /4 .fa..~ /hq,J,.conce tvebl,eprobl ma, rinte l1gencecannotout strIVe-to
complete its own task end thus to render all further efforts
of its own unneceSSAry; or et least to reduce any further need
for intelligent actiVity to the performance of a strictly

CI..~
prescribed set of operations. This ideal of Q~81;er:"'.{,...........,.,."".-~~~(intellieence \I'ouldeliminate from the [;lIS eeellj-Ol' intelligence

~ every trace of personal commitment.
~)The field of consciou8ly directed problem solving on

which the proDosed conception of commitment is to be prin6ipally
IM_

fo'mdeCt. liesLminway between the domain of innate instinctive
discrimination and that of an intelligence functioning according
to rigid rilles of'inference. By the solving of problems I
mean here the whole heuristic process, which starts with recog-
nising a problem, continaes - perhaps for a long time - by
wrestling with it and may end by solving it. It is a process
which occurs in almost every intellectual sphere. Everyform
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is widely accepted PR the ideal of all science and a cience as
ci-c-w»v> p*-ÿt

the ideal of all feats of intelligence. These/msy be excesses*
GJLLMAP..TwWlCi-<Uw\
fiat there is a tendency underlying ttenÿwhich apprears ines-

capable. There is inherent in the of articulation, on

which the immense range of human intelligence rests, an unlimited

striving to bring all process of intelligence into the form

of articulate operations, carried out under exact logical rules.

Its ideal, first conceived by Leibnitz in his project of a

universal mathematical language in which all problems could be

solved by computationÿ re-appears a century later in Laplace's

vision of a Universal Mind deriving every past and future

event from a set of mechanical equations. It presents itself

once more in the philosophic programme of formal logic and even

more recently in cybernetics, which seek to solve by the operation

of it machinesÿ an indefinitely expanding portion of all
TJHJ rL AJUAISIISA/*ÿ /he ./a /Aa.ÿ,

conceivable problems, intelligence cannot buff strive to

complete itc own. task and thus to render all further efforts

of Its own unnecessary,.* or at least to reduce any further need

for intelligent activity to the performance of a strictly

prescribed set of operations. This ideal of ionite

( intelligence would eliminate from the pgeoens, of intelligence

every trace of personal commitment.

i }The field of consciously directed problem solving on

which the proposed conception of commitment is to be principally
/L**v

founded, liesÿmidwsy between the domain of innate instinctive

discrimination and that of an intelligence functioning according

to rigid rules of inference. By the solving of problems I

mean here the whole heuristic process, which starts with recog¬

nising a problem, continues - perhaps for a long time - by

wrestling with it and may end by solving it. It is a process

which occurs in almost every intellectual sphere. Every form
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of object-directed intelligence, such 8S that of the scientist,
the inventor end the mathematioian, ~nd equally that ?f the

4<Jvo! ...a.,..
painter and the composer heve their problema. The'~;8 v4'8
4.A> ~"";"';'''.a'.j .a..., f ..~,<dl ~ fU:Uv--- ...e-. .&- ~~ ._¥~..,..J,
.1' eo? ve 1iS~ problems. The VI'~~ ..~~.~ ~n, t~e
economist wrestl,. with pr:>bllmst'In a v/ider, bU~ still not
illegi~imete .B~nse, every person trying to decid~~een

Jiio I '*"" ~oonflictingfimpUlses may be said to be struggling with 8 problem.
But I shell concentrate here on the most cherpcteristio

•

cases of intellectual problems and use science as my leading
aB~exan~le. The prime virtue of a scientific discoverer,
without which he cannot qualify sa a discoverer, is his

M ,~,f •• i.I' 0t. 'AM-C~~ ./originality) ~Ny' .18 caplloity to embark ~l1nes of
enauiry which les8 original minds, faced with the seme

"(e...GO~opportunit*es, would not have ~'Q; not h~ve thought
profitable. Originality entails a distinctively personal
initiative; it is ina8~ably iMp3ssioned, eomfitimes to the

j"l-<~.4I ( __
point of obsessiveness. 'frOM beginning to end the ~roce8B
of discovery is guided by an intensely porsonel vision and
sustained by a strong nersonel vonviction.- ~~

The ideal of originality differs stpt~w from
a......,(,.

the ideal of dispassionate intelligence; ~'though filled
with personal passion it profoundly ~ifferB also ffrom the
process of drive 8atisfp.ction. For o~r app~tites 8ee~~~~
to satisfy ourselves whose appetites they are; while the
discoverer seeks a solution to e problem which will satisfy
anyone who is preoccupied with that problem. Only if he ie
convinced that his discovery hes that universally satisfying
character will his own sgitstion be Appeased, Bnd in this
sense his craving i6 i~personal.

5"w.a: n,r- Ifh olildi!'l£aat19'l iIoHlpil:bltAAe\: biB I!l8RehI:8:l1"I'IUJ*J&1l~-e ~...M.4-'"" /\ot.""-" Iv #> ~ -I-' a. ~~ .......
Gggepk1JJ.~1;8-elJ H"r:'k~8el:r~ ~mQth1nE'that will

j
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of object-directed intelligence, such BS that of the scientist,

the inventor and the mathematician, and equally that of the

painter and the composer have their problems. The]/fetAy**ty'nn
>CJLV ,4Ai < W-- AVLtLLV /<Kl -&• SX4-£r<. L*L*U\f*LA/»A*+£
11 r.fi r 1 ?grV problems. The writer, the historian, the

A v' -C*UZ<fVU£aX-*+l ■

economiet wrestle with problemsÿ In a v/ider, bu$ still not

illegitimate sense, every person trying to decide/between
conflicting/impulses may be said to be struggling with a problem,

But I shell concentrate here on the most characteristic

cases of intellectual problems end use sciencs as my leading

Axs example. The prime virtue of a scientific discoverer,

without which he cannot qualify ns a discoverer, is his
ac djuUÿd AAA.CcmjyiXtuÿ-

originalityÿ rtslieeHtn his capacity to embark pm **lines of
enauiry which less original minds, fsced with the seme

opportunities, would not have not have thought

profitable. Originality entails a distinctively personal

initiative; it is invariably impassioned, aomitine3 to the

process

of discovery is guided by an intensely personal vision and

sustained by a strong personal vonviction,

from

lulblo blV6j lb IQ lnsTQJÿjL Q DJ.C, XPl-?nS910ilGClf BOlTIlrX/ i!Ti01

/*« L

__
*

point, of obsessiveness, (from beginning to end the

The ideal of originality differs s-fc

the ideal of dispassionate intelligenceÿ -iwÿthough filled

with personal passion ifc profoundly differs also /from the

process of drifce satisfaction. For ogr eppetites aaekÿm** 7

to satisfy ourselves whose eppetites they sre; while the

discoverer seeks a solution to a problem which will satisfy

anyone who is preoccupied with that problem. Only if he is

convinced that his discovery has that universally satisfying

character will his own agitation be appeased, and in this

sense his craving is impersonal,
' Iht-' 'r ~ impÿÿao «thot>mhiÿr> 'Ooneluoiono--mueÿ-jbe

AAJUVVJZSU’ '/» Aÿa JbV' CL y\e~tLLxZt:-ÿ**
__

+ n f" y rnmathinyÿf-hnt will
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~ ? ~'-~)be binding both on him andAeverybOdY else. Ite successful
termination represents an act in which personal submission
and universal legislation are indissolubly combined.

6-The pre-exist~e of the solution which the disco-10 a ~c.c.... ,
verer seeks rloes not impair the measure of his oreati vi ty.
Columbus did not make Amerioa. but he made the d'soovery of
Amerioa. The aame is true for inventions; however ingenious
they may be they can only reveal a pre-existing possiblity.
The progress of mathematics has relied at all times on daring
conceptual innovations. Yet the mathematioians who put

theseforward~innovations olaim universal acceptance for them. In
making this claim the innovator shows that in his enauiries
he had aimed at the satisfaotion of pre-existing standards

of intellectual merit and that he r~ds the produot of his
creation ~ as the disclosure of a pre-eXisting possiblity
for the satisfaotion of these stBndards~.eft 1ftse1eftee

C« .....(.;;;;..,..,~ - ~ .........~-
radioal innovations may have to rely for acceptance on yet
undeveJoped sensibilities. The purely mathematical framework
of modern physioa is not aa~fytng from the point of view of
previous generations who sought for explanations in terms of
mechanioal models. In order to prevail. modern physioists
had to educate their pUblic to use new standards of intellectual
appreoiation. Yet from the start the pioneers of modenn
physios preaumed that the new sensibility was latent in their
fellow soientists and would be developed by them in response
to the possibilites of the more profound and truer outlook
whioh appealed to this new sensibility. They undertook to
revise the ourrent standards of soientifio merit in the light
of more fundamental intelleotual standards whioh they presumed
to be universally oompelling.

This prooess is prominent if thefteld of artistic

7
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be binding both on him andÿ everybody
termination represents an act in which personal submission

and universal legislation are indissolubly combined*

The pre-existfl&ce of the solution which the disco-
~to (xM

j

verer seeks fdo'es not impair the measure of his creativity.

Columbus did not make America, but he made the discovery of

America. The same is true for inventions; however ingenious

they may be they can only reveal a pre-existing possiblity.

The progress of mathematics has relied at all times on daring

conceptual innovations. Yet the mathematicians who put
these

forwardÿ innovations claim universal acceptance for them. In

making this claim the innovator shows that in his enouiries

he had aimed at the satisfaction of pre-existing standards

of intellectual merit and that he rqÿrds the product of his

creation as the disclosure of a pre-existing possiblity

for the satisfaction of these standards/ÿSven in oclcnee

radical innovations may have to rely for acceptance on yet

undeveloped sensibilities. The purely mathematical framework

of modern physics is not sa*ffy4ng from the point of view of

previous generations who sought for explanations in terms of

mechanical models. In order to prevail, modern physicists

had to educate their public to use new standards of intellectual

appreciation. Yet from the start the pioneers of modern*

physics presumed that the new sensibility was latent in their

fellow scientists and would be developed by them in response

to the poBsibilites of the more profound and truer outlook

which appealed to this new sensibility. They undertook to

revise the current standards of scientific merit in the light

of more fundamental intellectual standards which they presumed

to be universally compelling.

This process is prominent if the field of artistic
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innovation. Modern schools or painting, music, riction,
poetry, which were shocking and conrusing at their first
appearance, have in the course or a generation educated a wide
pUblic in new ways or seeing, or listening or reading, to
which their works offered satisfaction. And again, this

. ~ M
normative intention was inherent in the ~ act of creating
these works.

~. Our appreciation or creative originality offers a
van.tage point for distinguishing between the personal aspect
of a commitment and the manirestations of SUbjectiVity. A
commitment is a personal choice seeking and eventually

•accepting something believed to be impersonally given, while
~ the subjective is altogether in the nature or an experience:

it just happens to us. A person may have most peculiar
predilections and be upset by things which leave everybody
else unarrected. Yet he will not be credited with originality.

'r,taiJ4 ~4 .

His distinctive sensibilities will ~e~aescribed asAidio-
syncrasiss. Even if he is altogether wrapped up in hia private
world his condition will not be recognised as a commitment.
He may rather be said to be SUbject to obsessions snd illusions,
and possibly regarded as tasane.

It is of course possible to mistake creative
originality for sheer msdness, which has happened to modern
painters and writers. And the reverse is also fairly common,

namely for people labouring under delusions to believe them-
selves to be great inventors, discoverers, prophets, etc.

But I am not concerned here with the question how to distinguish
between originality and subjectiVity in practice; 1a hztug

.-shape the <l&llw4.>$1en*of Cblltint'tmenw..... "ave "tMl"-t-MIill
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innovation. Modern schools of painting, music, fiction,

poetry, which were shocking and confusing at their first

appearance, have in the course of a generation educated a wide

public in new ways of seeing, of listening or reading, to

which their works offered satisfaction. And again, this

normative intention was inherent in the Swe* act of creating

these works.

Our appreciation of creative originality offers a

vantage point for distinguishing between the personal aspect

of a commitment and the manifestations of subjectivity. A

commitment is a personal choice seeking and eventually

accepting something believed to be impersonally given, while

the subjective is altogether in the nature of an experience:

it just happens to us. A person may have most peculiar

predilections and be upset by things which leave everybody

else unaffected. Yet he will not be credited with originality.
'U<XIMH TA4*f4

His distinctive sensibilities will beÿAescribed asÿidio-

syncrasies. Even if he is altogether wrapped up in his private

world his condition will not be recognised as a commitment.

He may rather be said to be subject to obsessions and illusions,

and possibly regarded as iasane.

It is of course possible to mistake creative

originality for sheer madness, which has happened to modern

painters and writers. And the reverse is also fairly common,

namely for people labouring under delusions to believe them¬

selves to be great inventors, discoverers, prophets, etc.

But I am not concerned here with the question how to distinguish

between originality and subjectivity in practicejj In Wy.rjng

tgiwe -ÿwhj-ch-cwfcwr into -’ffftl'B eonuÿh heut

oGt*m lTrf1n1t1nn nf thrumnifcTmfrr

'lie eh 'hcXui fh- /C-Uj-i
' 6a

Vist. b oCc—.
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I s 11 c9nclude this
/atten~ion to the

reliminary ~r(ne of c~it~ent
which he per nal an ;f

correlated(Viithin tJ;,e"commitl1lent
s uat10~:>"suppose I perceive a ~~NE new problem in science,
or in engineering, or in mathematics and that" having struggled
with the problem I claim to have found a solution for it. These.l,...~#intellectual efforts are(my own~ the passions which sustain
them are mine, there is no doubt that my conclusions are shaped
by me. Yet for all these personal actions I claim impersonal
status, because through them I am arriving at the fulfilment-
of an obligation which I accept as impersonal. I had aimed at
a solution which the problem has in itself and which therefore
is valid for everyone.

I may have been quite mistaken. The problem may not. -
exist or the solution may be inadequate. But as I believe in

.the necessity and justification of intellectual commitments
I should regard this as incidental and not impairing the
conception of !iVersality• B~ ~ h""",d. ~.ecf'~
~ -1M ~~~Yh.~ ~ ~IJ.Iin'!;~~ht{ that t he universal cannot be

withinapproached except ±N~the co~mitment situation. Its universal
standing is logically correlative to the submi~sion of my. .
'd ] e person to it. It forms part of the terms in which I
conceive my responsibility in pursuing the process of discovery
and in ascertaining my conclusions. I can speak of facts,
knowledge, proof, etc. within my commitment situation for it
is consituted by my search for facts, knowledge, proof, etc.
as binding on me. These are proper designations for commitment
bargets so long as I am comnitted to them, but they cannot be

A host of confusion follows from
4-, :f.J..Jt ~ 0.4:;~/nY tempt to envasage universals non-commi ttally. ~,

Its relation to the universal elevates my contribution
to a commitment from the subjective into the .per-aonaL sphere;

referred to non-committally.

while the universal can be said to exist only in terms of my
commitment to it.
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6. I shÿll conclude thi&.preliminary outline of cpfranitment
j' / / / / /

by calling attention to the,'manner in whicfrÿhe personal and

iversa! are mutually correlated/within the commitment
%UU/ -

tionTÿSuppose I perceive a HMk new problem in science,

or in engineering, or in mathematics and thatÿ, having struggled

with the problem I claim to have found a solution for it. These

intellectual efforts are/my own, the passions which sustain

them are mine, there is no doubt that my conclusions are shaped
|

by me. Yet for all these personal actions I claim ■ impersonal

status, because through them I am arriving at the fulfilment

of an obligation which I accept as impersonal. I had aimed at

a solution which the problem has in itself and which therefore

is valid for everyone.

I may have been quite mistaken. The problem may not

exist or the solution may be inadequate. But as I believe in
i

the necessity and justification of intellectual commitments

I should regard this as incidental and not impairing the

y Hu/t- <>'»W AX**#>*ÿ*/•
''AHA*/ CL&&4 /9ÿJOU)J

conception of universality.
Un 4U fie*- UrHts-r**'

_
—it does -BifrggeMythat tne universal cannot be

within
approached except ixÿthe commitment situation. Its universal

standing is logically correlative to the submission of my

v&Se person to it. It forms part of the terms in which I

conceive my responsibility in pursuing the process of discovery

and in ascertaining my conclusions. I can speak of facts,

knowledge, proof, etc. within my commitment situation for it

is consitutfcd by my search for facts, knowledge, proof, etc.

as binding on me. Thejje are proper designations for commitment

targets so long as I am committed to them, but they cannot be

referred to non-committally. A host of confusionÿfollows from
(t'l 1 tvt

any attempt to envisage universals non-committally.

Its relation to t he universal elevates my contribution

to a commitment from the subjective into the personal .sphere;

while the universal can be said to exist only in terms of my

commitment to it.

J
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At the close of Lecture 4 deAling with the F'iduciAry Mode I

hAve condemned as misleading the age old habit, codified by philo

sophers since Aristotle, to call sentences true or false.

ted that much confusion could be avoided by speaking only of ,my

beliefs' instead. From this arose the question as to whether any

claims to ob.lect ivtt.y could be expressed in such form at all. In

the concept of commitment, outlined today, I have tried to find a

positive answer to this Question 9Y showing thAt it implies a

supposition of universal validity. Commitment has a structure
which may be denoted as follows:
~ersonal confident
\ passion utterance sUbj. to assumption Of)

unfversality
. (facts)

Thia is commitment as seen from within the commitment situation.

I have said that the universally valid facts to the assump-

tion of which any commitment is SUbject cannot be referred to out-

s~de the commitment situation. Commitment represents the proper

dimension within which the universal can be approached. Just as

preying to God is the proper approach to God, so believing in our

Affirmations entails their universal.ity. You cannot spesk without
. IOUIWI~i!{l~.self-contradiction of a unlversal ln which you do not believe.

You canno~ speak of knowledge you 60 not believe, of truth you do

not believe or of facts which you do not believe; not so long as

you use the words knowledge, truth and facts confidently, as
universAls.

Now it seems to me that the purpose of e critical theory of

knowledge has been precisely to speak of these matters in a de-

tached, impersonal, non-committal manner. The self-contradiction

entailed therein will show up in a variety of different ways. Three

of these have aLr-e ady been mentioned or hinted at in these Lectures,

namely 1) scepticism which arrives at unbelievable conclusions

2) regUlative principles, which are applied ambiguously 3) the

attribution of trueness or falsity to sentences and the attempt
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At the close of Lecture 4 dealing with the Fiduciary Mode I

have condemned as misleading the age old habit, codified by philo¬

sophers since Aristotle, to call sentences true or false. I sugget-l

ted that much confusion could be avoided by speaking only of’my

beliefs' instead. From this arose the question as to whether any

claims to objectivity could be expressed in such form at all. In

the concept of commitment, outlined today, I have tried to find a

positive answer to this ouestion by showing that it implies e

supposition of universal validity. Commitment has a structure

which may bÿ denoted as follows:

/personal
f passion

confident
utterance

subj. to assumption of
universality

(facts) )
This is commitment as seen from within the commitment situation.

I have said that the universally valid facts to the assump¬

tion of which any commitment is subject cannot be referred to out¬

side the commitment situation. Commitment represents the proper

dimension within which the universal can be approached. Just as

praying to Cod is the proper approach to Cod, so believing in our

affirmations entails their universality. You cannot speak without

self-contradiction of a universal which you do not believe.

You cannot speak of knowledge you do not believe, of truth you do

not believe or of facts which you do not believe; not so long as

you use the words knowledge, truth Rnd facts confidently, as

universals.

Now it seems to me that the purpose of a critical theory of

knowledge has been precisely to speak of these matters in a de¬

tached, impersonal, non-committal manner. The self-contradiction

entailed therein will show up in a variety of different wrays. Three

of these have already been mentioned or hinted at in these Lectures,
namely l) scepticism which arrives 8t unbelieveble conclusions

2) regulative principles, which are applied ambiguously 3) the

attribution of trueness or falsity to sentences and the attempt
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to define these properties objectively. To these I shall add

4) the identification of knowledge with a correspondence between
belief end fact, as stated particularly by Bertrand Russell.

All these can be represented within a single schema if we
add to the denotation of a commitment as seen from within a critical
reference to it made from outside. We have then a second line

objective, subjectivei.e. non-corr~it- beliefs
tal referenceIto same

.declaratory
sentence

clues or
'facts'

These may be called the fragments of a commitment which no longer
hang together.

If Since the act of my personal jUdgement has been withdrawn,
./these elements no longer require each other. The subjective belief

is not justified by the clues or alleged 'facts' and hence I may
draw the conclusions of scepticism: namely that the declaratory
sentence merely says something about myself and reflects my mental
habits, but is not justified by universal standards. If

t

cism is applied to an allegation in which I continue to
this criti-
bel{ve in

spite of my speCUlative disbelief, there results the fruitless
oscillation between an objectivism which lacks conviction and a
conviction which is aaharnedof its lack of objectivity•

analysis of scepticism but try to avoid the consequences by pre-., .
t,.~v rthough ,continuing to,

• ,I " We may try to avoid this by prevarication. This is the
technique of regulative principles. They accept the destructive

tending not to believe their own statements,

believed them, but no actual distinction is apparent between this
believe them. Al.Leget tone are said to be made only as if one

and XXK confident allegations, w9ich are of course also made as i
( e ''ii' titl'j'W'lVt; $- \ ,.jThe regulative pri ciple4is a fictitious under-one believed them.

statement of our actual beliefs for the sole purpose of avoiding
to offer a ter£et to scepticism.

3) The veridical Quality of a sentence may be defined in
following Tarski according to the rule 'snow is white'

I

~
r

to define these properties objectively. To these I shsll add

4) the identification of knowledge with a correspondence between

belief and fact, as stated particularly by Bertrand Russell.

All these can be represented within a single schema if we

add to the denotation of a commitment as seen from within a critical

reference to it made from outside. We hsve then a second line

objective, subjective declaratory clues or
i.e. non-commit- beliefs sentence 'facts'

| tal reference
'to same
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These may be called the fragments of a commitment which no longer

hang together

I Since the set of my personal judgement has been withdrawn,
✓

these elements no longer reouire each other. The subjective belief

is not justified by the clues or alleged 'facts' and hence I may

draw the conclusions of scepticism: namely that the declaratory

sentence merely says something about myself and reflects my mental

habits, but is not justified by universal standards. If this criti-
1 f

cism is eoplied to an allegation in which I continue to belive in

spite of my speculative disbelief, there results the fruitless

oscillation between an objectivism which lacks conviction and a

conviction which is ashamed of its lack of objectivity.

.( We may try to avoid this by prevarication. This is the

technicme of regulative principles. They accept the destructive

analysis of scepticism but try to avoid the consequences by pre¬

tending not to believe their own statements, though continuing to
/ÿ>

believe them. Allegations are said to be made only as if one

believed them, but no actual distinction is apparent between this

and ihR confident allegations, which are of course also made as ifj
(f |. i /«(
e principle is aone believed them. The regulative principleÿ is a fictitious under¬

statement of our actual beliefs for the sole purpose of avoiding

to offer a target to scepticism.

3) The veridical Quality of a sentence may be defined in

following Tarski according to the rule 'snow is white' is true if
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snow is white. This is an attempt to relate objectively a sentence
with the corresponding confident utterance and to describe the
coincidence of the two as the trueness of the sentence. However,•the confident utterance is meaningless except within the context
of the commitment
( I bel~e, snow is white, as a fact )
So the definition of trueness would read:
'Snow is white' is true if and only if
( I believe, snow is white, as a fact)
in effect it would give us en alternative denotation for commitment
in""snow is white' is true".

This is a misleading denotation because it conceals the
personal character of commitment and it leeds to an infinite regress
because it is itself a declaratory sentence whi~h requires charac-
terisstion as true or false, on the ssme grounds as the sentence
'snow is White' required it. Moreover, this definition robs the
word 'true' of its proper function which is to refer to a

"2'commi tment target within a commitment sitlitAtion.71 I believe snow
I »it is true1 and consequently I say 'snow is white'

)}'snow is white' is true if I believe it.
is white, for

a- rather than

(
4) The correspondence theory of knowledge identifies it as

( a coincidence between SUbjective belief and true facts. Since belieft •• ;. a6lpc:b':fmerely SUbjective it d~es not imply a belief
,f1.A.. ~ ~ ., .. ~.,e..·r I/.L.. t-« ....,~.

.. . ... g?hex ef'ep8,
J~~~/&ofS Rua.5ell l1iR'lB81iC points opt, -,he factsl :LJCvCA1:Er e 4141i1s1! ot

• _ w-t -P-Af ~.e-.. It.....- ~ -+ .-
1~l'i8wli'll8e ere there whether we believe them or not; (BUt while this
is correct in respect to:belief when regarded Objedtivelt~ut-

is here
~..
side the commitment situation, it contradicts its own confident
reference to facts, which points at something believed by the

71...... /41.-speaker to be the facts. ~A correspondence
knowledge as a coincidence between a belief which is

theory identifies
~'i.

merely Gl1rj~c-
5~~~ve, i.e. not held by us and a belief actually held at the moment.J,..

l
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snow is white. This is en attempt to relate objectively a sentence

with the corresponding confident utterance and to describe the

coincidence of the two as the trueness of the sentence. However,

the confident utterance is meaningless except within the context

of the commitment

( I beliare, snow is white, as a fact )

So the definition of trueness would read:

'Snow is white' is true if and only if

( I believe, snow is white, as a fact)

in effect it would give us en alternative denotation for commitment

in"''snow is white' is true".

This is a misleading denotation because it conceals the

personal character of commitment and it leads to an infinite regress

because it is itself a declaratory sentence which renuires charac¬

terisation as true or false, on the same grounds as the sentence

'snow is white' required it. Moreover, this definition robs the

word 'true' of its proper function which is to refer to a

commitment target within a commitment situation. $ I believe snow

is white, for it is trueÿand consequently I say 'snow is white*
a ))- rather than 'snow is white’ is true if I believe it.

4) The correspondence theory of knowledge identifies it as

a coincidence between subjective belief and true facts. Since belief
ui Ul4vinLt&

is here merely subjective it dues not imply a belief .Jrrfr-fraet r ■ i-t d

JfiAjLd* IM4 4 ts+i 'jÿL ••j
i*. defined no—amol yirig- n*> rel-ief in tTrg__£*ot*>»"--«5ÿSrrod t-». - therefore,

S' - J/iy?
cm I ■.■■■11 Hnnnnlf factS/ Ui ?hi Cl doftnltlon Of. /b» r*-(Ly or *ÿ*-4
krftowlodge are there whether we believe them or not.' /'but while this

a. 1 U tr~.
is correct in respect toÿbelief when regarded ob jedtivelyÿout-
side the commitment situation, it contradicts its own confident

reference to facts, which points at something believed by the
/U

speaker to be the facts, '.iitee, correspondence theory identifies
- •• ‘ r'-y

knowledge as a coincidence between a belief which is merely ob-jec-

-live, i.e. not held by us and a belief actually held at the moment.

?
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But it iS,nonsense to say that we both hold and not hold the same
belief at the same time.

This is the recurrent fallacy in all forms of objectivist
analysis of knowledge. They always reveal in one form or another
this contradiction, which can be eliminated only by regarding
universals essentially as things believed in and never referring

tm them non-committally with a view to an objective analysis of
their constitution •

•
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